
 

 

ECLIPSE 2015 TOUR EXCURSIONS 

 

17 March  

 

All sightseeing should be booked onboard the ship and has to be paid in cash – either in Danish 
Kroners or Euros.  

TOUR A  - Time: 09:30 - 14:00   

Törshavn, Kirkjubøur and the Faroe Islands Artmuseum 

After a short sightseeing by bus in Törshavn, we do a walk downtown. In the old town,Tinganes, we 
will see the old wooden houses and the red warehouses - formerLY belonging to the Danish royal 
family. We go again by bus to the small town Kirkebøur to visit the oldest house" Roykstovan" on the 
island. We have a look at the oldest church, and visit the ruined cathedral. Returning to Tórshavn for 
lunch at the hotel Føroyar. ( excl. drinks) After lunch we visit the Faroe Artmuseum -( Listeskälin.) 
Returning to the ship. 

Price: kr. 600,- or € 80,- 

Prices incl: Guide, bustransfer, éntre to "roykstovan", the art museum and lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjødur. 

  

  

 

 



 

 

TOUR B  -  Time: 10:00 - 17:00    

Vägar, Kvivik, Midvág, Sørvágsvatn and Gåsedalur. 

One of the most exciting trips you can do on the Faroe Islands. You will see old houses and small 
villages in a beautiful landscape with lakes and fjords. We have lunch in the airport hotel. 

Price: kr. 750 or € 100,- 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

  

 

 

 

TOUR C  -  Time: 10:00 -17:00   

Saksun, Haldarsvik, Eidi, Gjögv and Gøte Church. 

Another exciting and very beautiful trip brings you to the far away church, in the 11 km. long valley 
of Saksun. After Saksun we will visit a very old wooden church in Haldársvk, with a beautifully 
crafted altar and a famous painting (a parafrase of Michelangelo's "Last Supper" done by the faroese 
artist Torbjørn Olsen). Next stop will be in the charming village, Gjógv. On the way to Gjógv we pass 
closely by the highest mountain on the Faroe Islands, Sláttaradindur ( 884 m.) Lunch in the house 
Gjargardur in Gjógv. Another famous artist has made an altar in glass. This is a masterpiece and can 
be seen in the the church of Nordre Gøte. On the way back to the ship we pass Funnungfjørdur. 

Price: kr. 750,- or 100 €,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer, entré and lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOUR D  -  Time: 11:30 -15:00.   

By boat to the world famous rocks in Vestmannna. 

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area. You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 

Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

  

 

TOUR E  -  Time: 13:00 -17:00.  

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area. You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 
 

Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOUR F -  Time: 14:00 -17:30  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The historical and natural museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

  

 

 

 

TOUR G. Time: 15:00 - 18:30  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

18 March  

 

  

TOUR H. Time: 10:00 -14:30  

Tórshavn - Kirkjubøur - Faroe Artmuseum - Lunch in hotel Foroyar 

After a short sightseeing by bus in Törshavn, we do a walk downtown. In the old town,Tinganes, we 
will see the old wooden houses and the red warehouses - formerLY belonging to the Danish royal 
family. We go again by bus to the small town Kirkebøur to visit the oldest house" Roykstovan" on the 
island. We have a look at the oldest church, and visit the ruined cathedral. Returning to Tórshavn for 
lunch at the hotel Føroyar. ( excl. drinks) After lunch we visit the Faroe Artmuseum -( Listeskälin.) 
Returning to the ship. 

Price: kr. 600,- or € 80,- 

Prices incl: Guide, bustransfer, éntre to "roykstovan", the art museum and lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjødur. 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOUR I. Time: 10:00 - 17:00    

Vägar, Kvivik, Midvág, Sørvágsvatn - Gåsedalur. Lunch in hotel N62. 

One of the most exciting trips you can do on the Faroe Islands. You will see old houses and small 
villages in a beautiful landscape with lakes and fjords. We have lunch in the airport hotel. 

Price: kr. 750 or € 100,- 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

  

TOUR J. Time: 10:00 -17:00   

Saksun, Haldarsvik, Eidi, Gjögv and Gøte Church. 

Another exciting and very beautiful trip brings you to the far away church, in the 11 km. long valley 
of Saksun. After Saksun we will visit a very old wooden church in Haldársvk, with a beautifully 
crafted altar and a famous painting (a parafrase of Michelangelo's "Last Supper" done by the faroese 
artist Torbjørn Olsen). Next stop will be in the charming village, Gjógv. On the way to Gjógv we pass 
closely by the highest mountain on the Faroe Islands, Sláttaradindur ( 884 m.) Lunch in the house 
Gjargardur in Gjógv. Another famous artist has made an altar in glass. This is a masterpiece and can 
be seen in the the church of Nordre Gøte. On the way back to the ship we pass Funnungfjørdur. 

Price: kr. 750,- or 100 €,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer, entré and lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOUR K. Time: 11:30 -15:00   

By boat to the world famous rocks in Vestmannna. 

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area.You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 

Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

 

 

TOUR L. Time: 13:00 -17:00.   

By boat to the world famous rocks in Vestmannna. 

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area.You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 

Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOUR M.Time: 14:00 -17:30.  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

  

 

TOUR N. Time: 15:00 - 18:30  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

TOUR O. Time: 09:00 -17/18:00   

The Famous island of Mykines. 

If the weather is calm, we will make a special tour to the famous island of Mykines. This is a very 
special place on the mostly western part of the Faroe Islands. The small village is almost abandoned, 
and only 2 families live their all year around. It´s a great experience surrounded by beautiful nature. 
On the way from Sørvágur we past the small village of Gåsedal. After 45 minutes we arrive in the 
very small "harbour". You can walk out to the lighthouse on "Mykinesholmur" with our guide. Lunch 
in a tiny little "nest." 

Price: Kr. 850,-  or  € 120,- 

Incl: Bustransfer, guide, boattrip, lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

19 March  

TOUR P  -  Time:10:00 -14:30.  

TORSHAVN, KIRKEBØ AND FAROE ISLANDS MUSEUM OF ART 

After a short sightseeing by bus in Törshavn, we do a walk downtown. In the old town,Tinganes, we 
will see the old wooden houses and the red warehouses - formerLY belonging to the Danish royal 
family. We go again by bus to the small town Kirkebøur to visit the oldest house" Roykstovan" on the 
island. We have a look at the oldest church, and visit the ruined cathedral. Returning to Tórshavn for 
lunch at the hotel Føroyar. ( excl. drinks) After lunch we visit the Faroe Artmuseum -( Listeskälin.) 
Returning to the ship. 

Returning to Tórshavn for lunch at the hotel Føroyar. ( excl. drinks) 

After lunch we visit the Faroe Artmuseum -( Listeskälin.) 

Returning to the ship. 

Price: kr. 600,- or € 80,- 

Prices incl: Guide, bustransfer, éntre to "roykstovan, the art museum and lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjødur. 



  

  

 

 

TOUR Q  -  Time: 10:00 - 17:00    

Vägar, Kvivik, Midvág, Sørvágsvatn and Gåsedalur. 

One of the most exciting trips you can do on the Faroe Islands. You will see old houses and small 
villages in a beautifull landscape with lakes and fjords. 

We have lunch in the airport hotel. 

Price: kr. 750 or € 100,-  

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

  

TOUR R - Time: 10:00 -17:00   

Saksun, Haldarsvik, Eidi, Gjögv and Gøte Church. 

Another exciting and very beautiful trip brings you to the far away church, in the 11 km. long valley 
of Saksun. After Saksun we will visit a very old wooden church in Haldársvk, with a beautifully 
crafted altar and a famous painting (a parafrase of Michelangelo's "Last Supper" done by the faroese 
artist Torbjørn Olsen). Next stop will be in the charming village, Gjógv. On the way to Gjógv we pass 
closely by the highest mountain on the Faroe Islands, Sláttaradindur ( 884 m.) Lunch in the house 
Gjargardur in Gjógv. Another famous artist has made an altar in glass. This is a masterpiece and can 
be seen in the the church of Nordre Gøte. On the way back to the ship we pass Funnungfjørdur 

Price: kr. 750,- or 100 €,- 

Incl: Guide, bus transfer, entré and lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

TOUR S - Time: 11:30 -15:00.   

By boat to the world famous rocks in Vestmannna. 

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area.You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 



Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

  

TOUR T - Time:13:00 -17:00   

By boat to the world famous rocks in Vestmannna. 

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area.You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 

Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

  

TOUR U  - Time: 14:00 -17:30  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

TOUR V  -  Time: 15:00 - 18:30  

Tórshavn, Tinganes,The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 



Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

  

TOUR X  -  Time: 09:00 -17/18.00   

The Famous island of Mykines. 

If the weather is calm, we will make a special tour to the famous island of Mykines. This is a very 
special place on the mostly western part of the Faroe Islands. The small village is almost abandoned, 
and only 2 families live their all year around. It´s a great experience surrounded by beautiful nature. 
On the way from Sørvágur we past the small village of Gåsedal. After 45 minutes we arrive in the 
very small "harbour". You can walk out to the lighthouse on "Mykinesholmur" with our guide. Lunch 
in a tiny little "nest." 

Price: Kr. 850,-  or  € 120,- 

Incl: Bustransfer, guide, boattrip, lunch. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

 

20 March Eclipse Day 

In the early morning of 20 March 2015, we have "scouts" sent out to observe the weather from our 
4 best hotspots for viewing the solar eclipse. From the ship our many busses will transport you to 
the chosen place in few minutes. 

Our best place (hopefully) will be only 5 km from the ship nearly on the top of the mountain Sornfelli, 
with an altitude of about 700 meter. A narrow road (starting at an altitude of 400 m.) follows the hill, 
and you’ll have to walk about 4 km to the top where you can buy soup and coffee/tea etc. 

For those, not able to walk, we have a few small buses, or you can stay in our larger busses on the 
road, leading up to Sornfelli.  

On 20 March 2013 we visited the 4 "hotspots" and from Sornfelli the sun was shining. We will visit 
the same places again in 2014. 

The weather is a very important factor on the Faroe Islands and the contrast can be great; Spring 
could be on its way, but there could also  be snow...so bring warm clots, cap and gloves. Under all 
circumstance you may expect cold wind in all hotspots high up in the mountains. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOUR W  -  Time: 13:30 -17:30   

By boat to the world famous rocks in Vestmannna. 

Enjoy a fantastic cruise under the rocks and mountains of Vestmanna and go with the boat deep into 
some of the huge caves in the area. You can sit inside the ship in warm conditions. Outside you must 
wear warm clothing. 

Price: kr. 550,- or € 75,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and boat cruise. 

Start/end: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur 

  

TOUR Y  - TIME: 14:00 -17:30.  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 

  

TOUR Æ  - TIME: 14:00 -17:30.  

Tórshavn, Tinganes, The National Museum. 

Short sightseeing by bus in Tórshavn, followed by a short walk in downtown Tórshavn. We visit the 
famous graphic workshop in the harbour with works of the artists from the Faroe Islands. We end up 
in The National Museum of History and Nature, where we can witness stories from the old Faroe 
Islands and enjoy exhibitions showing Faroese nature. A very modern museum. 

Price: kr. 400,- or € 50,- 

Incl: Guide, bustransfer and entré to the museum 

Start/End: M/S Princess Seaways in Kollafjørdur. 


